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Abstract 
Plesnik, .I., Hexistics for the Steiner problem in graphs, Discrete Applied Mathematics 37138 
(1992) 451-463. 
The Steiner problem in graphs (networks) is to find a minimum cost tree spanning a given subset 
2 of vertices in a graph G with positive edge costs. We present a new worst-case performance 
analysis of the contraction heuristic. Also an improved version of this heuristic is suggested and 
analysed. Our main contribution is a proof of certain incomparability of some known heuristics. 
We present examples for which the heuristics extremely outperform each other in terms of the 
quality of the solution. 
1. Introduction 
Given a cc -tlected graph G, the vertex and edge sets and their cardinalities are 
denoted by V(G), E(G), YI and m, respectively. It is assumed that every edge e is 
assigned a positive real number c(e), called the cost (or the length) of e. If H is a 
subgraph of G, then its cost c(H) := C c(e) where the sum ranges through E(H). 
P’ Gwen a subset ZC V(G), the Steiner problem for Z in G is to find a minimum cost, 
conrected subgraph T* of G which contains all the vertices of Z, briefly Z-vertices. 
Clearly, T* must be a tree and possibly contains some other vertices SC V(G) -Z 
which are called Steiner vertices, briefly S-vertices. In what follows, we denote 
p:= IZi and c,:=c(T*). 
The literature on the Steiner problem is now very vast, therefore the reader is 
referred to Winter [20] and Hwang and Richards [6: \t.lhich are excellent surveys. 
Note that the Steiner problem is solvable in polyncrdal time for any fixed p [4], 
but in general it is an NP-hard problem even for special cases [20]. There are several 
approaches for obtaining a plausible solution. One direction is represented by 
polynomial time heuristics which provide at least an approximate solution. Some of 
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such heuristics are the subject of our study. None of them is known to have worst- 
case error ratio less than 2 - e for 6 >O. 
In Section 2 we give a brief survey of studied heuristics. A new performance 
analysis of the contraction heuristic is presented in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted 
to an improvement of the contraction heuristic. In Section 5 for several pairs of 
heuristics we show that for some examples the first yields a solution with cost nearly 
two times the cost of the second heuristic solution. 
2. A survey of heuristics 
For the reader’s convenience we give a brief survey of heuristics which will be 
referred to. We will assume that ~12. Our presentation is restricted to basic ideas 
of algorithms. 
Minimum spanning tree heuristic (STH) 
Step 1. Determine a minimum spanning tree T for the complete graph K(Z) with 
V(K(Z)) = 2, where the cost of an edge ij in K(Z) is the distance between i and j 
in G. 
Step 2. Construct a subgraph H of G by replacing each edge ij in T by the cor- 
responding minimum cost i-j path in G (ties are broken arbitrarily). 
Step 3. Determine a minimum spanning tree T’ for H. 
Step 4. Delete (successively) from T’ all S-vertices of degree 1. The resulting tree 
is the solution. It is denoted by TslH and its cost by csru. STOP. 
This heuristic (up to slight differences) was given independently by Choukhmane 
[3], Kou et al. [IO] and Plesnik 1121 (see also [2,8]). (The presented version is from 
[lo]; that from [3] considers in Step 2 all shortest i-j paths and His the induced sub- 
graph of G containing all vertices of these paths.) It is an 0(pn2) heuristic and has 
the worst-case rror ratio c STH/~, tending to 2. More precisely, the papers [3,10] 
and the proof in [12] provide tight bound 2 - 2/p on the ratio. An even slightly better 
bound 2 - 2/q is derived in [lo] where q is the number of endvertices in T *. (Unfor- 
tunately, q is not available.) Notice that Steps 3 and 4 are not substantial, because 
already c(H)&+2 -2/p. Finally we note that by [5] E.F. Moore had known (but 
not published) the basic idea of STH and a proof that csrH!c.$2. 
At present here are several faster versions of STH with the same performance 
bound [9,11,19,21] (for others see [6]). They do ntit construct K(Z) explicitly. E.g. 
1Melhorn’s implementation [1 l] runs in O(m +- n log n) time. 
Minimum path heuristic (PH) 
The fohowing heuristic was given by Takahashi and Matsuyama El51 and can be 
seen as a modification of STH where a tree is constructed using Prim’s algorithm 
directly in G (without constructing K(2)). 
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Step I. Choose an arbitrary vertex u E 2 and define a tree Tr to consist of v only. 
Put k:= 1. 
Step 2. Determine a Z-vertex u E 2 - V( T,#) closest o Tk. Construct a tree Tk + 1 
by adding the minimum cost path joining u to Tk. Put k := k+ 1. 
Step 3. If k<p then go to Step 2,,else TP~ := Ti is the solution. STOP. 
The algorithm runs in 0(pn2) time and the performance bound is 
q&c*<2 - 2/p which can be attained [15]. 
Minimum average distance heuristic (ADH) 
This heuristic was suggested by Rayward-Smith [13,141 and can be described as 
follows. 
Step 1. Begin with the forest !$= (Tl, . . . . TP} consisting of p isolated Z-vertices 
(~12); k :=pa 
Step 2. For every vertex v E V(G) relabel the trees in Fk = (T!, . . . . Tk) such that 
they are in nondecreasing order of their distance from v: d(v, T+d(v, T2)5 l a= I 
d(v, Tk). Then compute 
f(v) := min 
C;= I div, ‘I;-) 
2srsk 
p 1 . 
Step 3. Choose 0’ minimizing f (v). Join the corresponding trees T, and T2 by a 
shortest walk through 0 forming a new tree T’. Put Fk_ 1 := f$ U { r’) - (T,, T2), 
k := k- 1. If k> 1 go to Step 2, else the single tree in Fl is the solution TADn. STOP. 
ADH is an 0(n3) heuristic. Its error ratio is bounded above by 2 - 2/p and can 
tend to 2 [Ml. 
Contraction heuristic (CH) 
We describe the recursive heuristic given by Plesnik [E]. For a more detailed ex- 
planation see the original source 1121 or Winter [20]. First some definitions are 
needed. 
Let a vertex v E Z and a real number r> 0 be given. A neighborhocd h>(v) of u 
with radius r is the set of all points of edges of G with distance from o not exceeding 
r (an edge e is considered as a simple curve of length c(e)). Two neighborhoods 
N,(U) and N,(v), U, o E Z, are said to be reachable from one another if there is a 
path from N,(u) to N,(v) entirely within the union of some neighborhoods of Z- 
vertices. By a neighborhood class Ci we will mean the maximal union of 
neighborhoods that are mutually reachable. A boundary point of Cj is a point of 
Ci with distance r to a closest Z-vertex. Consider every boundary point of Ci as a 
new auxiliary vertex. This changes the graph G to a new graph G with V(G)> V(G) 
and the same set Z. Informally, we have the same Steiner problem. For each class 
Ci denote by Gi the subgraph of G consisting of all points of Ci and refer to the 
boundary points of Ci as boundary vertices of G;. 
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A class contraction of G which produces a graph G is obtained by contracting 
each Gi in G to a single new vertex Wi and deleting all arising loops as well 
as all but the minimum cost edge connecting any pair of vertices. We put 
Zi:=ZfI V(Gi). The vertices Wi are Z-vertices of G and will be referred to as 
Z-vertices. 
Recall that a tree spanning a set M is said to be pruned if all its leaves (ver- 
tices of degree one) belong to M. (Notice that Step 4 of STH is a pruning 
procedure.) 
The contraction heuristic (CH) runs as follows: 
Step 1. Determine the minimum cost edge in G incident to a Z-vertex. Let r be 
its cost. Form neighborhoods N,(U), v&Z, and the corresponding classes Ci and 
subgraphs Gi, i= l,& . . . . IZi. 
Step 2. Form G by the class contraction of G. 
Step 3. Determine a Steiner tree T spanning Z in G (by recursion). 
Step 4. Let Bi be the set of all boundary vertices of Gi lying at edges of T. For 
each wi E Z determine a pruned Steiner tree 7;: spanning Zi in Gi with cost not ex- 
ceeding 2r( lZii - 1). (Since for any Zi-vertex there is another Zi-vertex in Gi (unless 
iZil= 1) not farther away than 2r, such a tree 7; exists and can be determined by 
STH or PH.) Then replace Wi in T by T and reconnect T and q by adding at most 
degT(wi) edges, each of length r and each joining a vertex of Bi to a Zi-vertex. 
(This can be done because the distance of any boundary point of C’i to a closest 
Zi-vertex is exactly r.) The resulting tree 7”” is the solution. STOP. 
This heuristic runs in O(n3) time [20] and its error ratio ecu/c.+ is bounded above 
by 2 and can tend to 2 [12]. This bound will be improved in the next section. 
3. A new worst-case performance bound for CH 
Here we derive a bound which is better even than the well-known bound 2 -2/p 
valid for STH, PH and ADH. Our bound depends on several parameters obtained 
during the run of CH. We need some lemmas from [ 121. 
Lemma 3.1. For any pruned Steiner tree T spanning Z in G we have 
c deg&)r2(lzi -1). 
I/E z 
The proof is obvious. 
Lemma 3.2. For the costs of trees TCH and T from heuristic CH the folio wing ine- 
quality holds: 
c(TCH)Sc(T)+2r(1ZI - 1). 
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Proof. According to Step 4 and Lemma 3.1 (used for T) we have 
PI 
c(&)=(T)+ c [C(T)+~degt(wi)l 
i=l 
SC(T)+ ’ 2r(lZil-l)+2r(lZI -1) 
i/r 
=c(T)+2rIZI -2rpl+2r(lzl -l), 
as desired. Cl 
emma 3.3. Let c, and Z+ be the costs of optimal Steiner trees panning 2 in G and 
z in G, respectively. Then 
c*M*+ (121 - 1)r. 
Moreover, if IZl > 1, then 
c,l&+ lZ[ r. 
The proof is deleted because it is the same as that of Lemma 4 in [ 121. 
Let us introduce the following notation. The contraction heuristic starts with G 
and parameters p(O) :=p and r(O) := r. Then we obtain G, p(l) :=a and r(l) := r;, then 
G pGI:=j and r(2).-= .-r, etc. The costs of the corresponding exact and heuristic 
sohrtions are denoted by c$)’ := c,, c, , c, , . . . (1) (2) and c(O) CH := cCH, cg!r, c& . . . , respec- 
tively. 
Theorem 3.4. Assume that in Step 4 of heuristic CH each tree 7;: is determined by 
STH or PH. If k is such that pfk)> 1, then 
CCH52C, 
k-l 
-2 1 (,(*j)_#p(i)) -__ 
j=O 
Proof. We use induction on k noting that if k = 0, then the assertion is guaranteed 
by the assumption directly. If kz 1, then in accordance with Lemma 3.2 we have 
< 2&l’ - * 1-h -2kf1 (c:l)-l(j)p”‘)(&--$)+2r(p-1), 
( > j=l 




* ( ) p(l) +2r(p-l)r2(c,-rp) ( > 1-- +2r(p-1) / pw 
1 
=2c, ( > 
1 1 
I-- -2(c,-rp) --- 
P ( > P(l) P 
and the proof follows. Cl 
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One sees that in Theorem 3.4 we can take k = 0 and thus establish an error ratio 
bound 2 -2/p which can bz attained [112]. Further, p(i+l)~p(i) and by Lemma 3.3 
csj’ - r(i)pci, L 0 whenever 0 Ij I k - I. Thus Theorem 3.4 often provides a better 
error ratio bound than 2 - 2/p. However, we do not know c,, ct), . . . , cf -‘I and 
tlerefore the bound cannot be computed. Nevertheless, the following simple estima- 
tions alter the situation. Namely, by the preceding remark we have 
(j), 
pW 
% - 2(p’j’ - 1) 
& 
and b_r Lemma 3.3 
whenever 0 5 j I k - 1. Hence 
Thus we can state 
Theorem 3.5. Assume that in Step 4 of heuristic CH each tree 6 is determined by 
STH or PH. If k is such that pqkJ> 1, then 
CCH -52 
c* l 
4. A revised contraction heuristic (CMR) 
We have seen that in Step 4 of CH a tree in Gi is constructed from ‘T;: by 
adding some edges of length r. Now we suggest o unite the processes of finding 
q and adding edges. More precisely, we suggest o replace Step 4 by Step 4’ given 
below. 
Step 4’. Let Si be the set of all boundary vertices af Gi which are at edges of T. 
For each WiE Z determine a pruned Steiner tree q’ spanning ZiU Bi in Gi (e.g. by 
STH or PH) and then in Treplace \Vi by q’. The resulting tree TcuR is the solution. 
STOP. 
Figure 1 illustrates that sometimes TcnR is a better solution than &n. (The 
Z-vertices are denoted by black circles.) 
One can easily verify that the worst-case time complexities of CH and CHR are 
the same. Now we are going to show that also the worst-case performances are the 
same. All what we need is the following lemma. 
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Fig. 1. 
Lemma 4.1. Let q.’ be a tree from Step 4’. Then its cost 
c(T’)52r(&l -l)+rdeg#J. 
Proof. Recall that: (1) Each edge of Gi has length at least r and at most 2r. (2) 
Each edge of length exceeding r connects two Zi-vertices. (3) Each vertex of Bi is 
joined only to Zi-vertices (to one or more). (4) At least one end of any edge of Gi 
is a Zi-VerteX. 
Consider the forest F: = q’- Bi. By the above properties, for any Zi-vertex of a 
tree sj of F there is another Zi-vertex m sj (unless 1 I/ (S”)i = ljr not farther away 
than 2r. 
Suppose that F consists of t trees. Let k denote the number of edges iu T’ be- 
tween F and Bi. Put b:= !&I and qi:=degp(Wi). Clearly 
qiZb and t+b-l=k. 
Consider a tree $ of F and insert a new auxiliary vertex into each its edge con- 
necting two Zi-vertices (if any) to make a tree $ with every edge of length at most 
r. One sees that $ is a bipartite graph where all Zi-vertices of $ form one part, say 
Pi, in the bipartition. Let the other part be denoted by Pz. Sincle q’ is a pruned tree 
and (4) holds, each vertex of P2 is of degree at least 2 in $. Thus we can write 
lp, l + lpzl - I= C degs,(oW IPZL 
IJEPZ 
which yields that 1 p, 1 - 1 h I P21. Thus the number of edges in $ is 
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Hence the cost of $i, as well as ihat of sj, is at most 2r( 19 1 - 1). Therefore the 
total cost of q’ does not exceed .
c 2r(lP,I -1)+kr=2r(lZJ -t)+kr 
=2r(lzil ---I)-tr(k-t+l)-r(t-1) 
=2r(lzil -l)+rb--r(t-1) 
-_-2r(lzjl- l)+r+ 0 




Hence Lemma 3.2 works for CHR too. Evidently, thsa validity of Lemma 3.3 does 
not change. Thus Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 with CH replaced by CHR hold. 
5. An incomparability of heuristics 
We have described several heuristics and therefore one (_an ask for a heuristic giv- 
ing best solutions. One way how to compare heuristics is tc compute many examples 
(see e.g. [14]) and another is to do a probabilistic analysi:, [1,171. We have tried to 
prove that a heuristic is better than another in the sense th:t for any instance of the 
Steiner problem the former always provides a solution wirh cost not exceeding the 
cost of the soiution given by the latter. In fact, we have beer unsuccessful to do this, 
but we have proved that many pairs of heuristics (up to a few unsolved cases) are 
incomparable. 
Consider the heuristics PH and ADH and the insta Ice in Fig. 2(a). Clearly 
CADH = 4 and C PH can be 6 but also 4. Therefore we cami% assert hat for this ex- 
ample ADH is better than PH. Nevertheless, uch ties can be broken as in Fig. 2(bj, 
where 6>0 is very small. Here we get uniquely: CrJH = 6 - 3S > 4 = CifI)H. 
We say that a heuristic H, beats a heuristic Hz with r ,tio e> 1 if there is an in- 
stance such that for any solutions T’, and TH2 we hav( 
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Fig. 2. 
Thus by the preceding example we can say that ADH beats PH with ratio 3/2 - E for 
any e>O. Similar examples can be found in the literature sporadically [16,19,21] 
We are going to present stronger and more complete results. To avoid an ambigui- 
ty, in CH and CHR in Steps 4 and 4’ we use PH to construct 7;; and q’, respective- 
ly. As to PH our results are independent of the starting vertex. 
Theorem 5.8. For any small e > 0 the following relations hold, each with ratio 2 - E: 
(i) STH beats PH and ADH; 
(ii) PH beats STH, ADH, CH, and CHR ; 
(iii) A DIP beats STH, PH, CH, and CHR ; 
(iv) C1Y bears PH and ADH; 
(v) CHR beats STH, PH, ADH, and CH. 
Proof. To establish a proof, we give several examples with parameters p = 121 or 
k and 6 > 0 (sufficiently small). In all figures Z-vertices are depicted as black circles. 
Exa.mple 1.. Take the well-known straightforward generalization of the instanze 
from Pig. 2(b) [ 161. It provides 
‘%TH = cPH = CCH = CCHR =(P-1)(2-a! 
Clq,~~ = C * =P- 






B-6 - 2k -6 
Fig. 4. 
Example 2. Consider the graph in Fig. 3 where p = n - 1. One can easily see that 
CcHR=C*=P+l, 
cs-ri-l = ccH=(~-2)(2-6)+3. 
Example 3. Now consider the obvious generalization of the instance in Fig. 4. Here 
is a binary tree of depth k with some additional edges; p = 2”. We have 
%TH =CCH=CCHR=2 “+2-2k-4-(2”-‘_I)& 
CpH=cADH=C,=2 h-+1-2 . 
Example 4. Take two binary trees, each of depth k, with common p = 2k Beaves as 
in Fig. 5 where k = 4. The costs of edges in “the upper tree” are 1,2,4? . . . , 2k-1 
depending on the level. The corresponding costs of edges in “the lower tree” are 
Fig. 5. 
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l-6,1+2-6,1+2+4-6 ,..., 1+2+4+ l == +2k-‘-& One can verify that the 
minimum cost Steiner tree is the upper binary tree and that: 
C,$ = x2”, 
CSTH = CCH = %HR =@+2”-‘4k& 
cp,=k2k+1-26, 
c~uH=(k-1)2k+‘+2-(2k+1-2)6. 
Example 5. Consider again a binar y tree of depth k with an appendage as shown 
in Fig. 6 for k = 4. Depending on the level an edge has cost 1,2,4, .. . , or 2k- t . In 
the appendage the Y? “vertical” edges have cost 26 each, each of the shortest 
“horizontal” e&es ilas co?t 2 - 56, the second shortest has cost 6 - 36, . . . , the 
longest edge has cost 2(1+ 2 + 4 + ... + 2k-1) - 36. One can verify that 
C,=CCHR- - k2k, 
Examples l-5 are now used to prove the assertions of Theorem 5.1 accordingly 
with the diagram in Fig. 7. An arrow Nr &Hz means that H, beats & with ratio 
2 -e and this can be shown by the above Example j. Note that in Examples l-5 all 
the mentioned costs CSTH, CPH, CAJ-JH, CCH, and CCHR are uniquely determined 
(although e.g. in Example 4 there are several solutions &+t). q 
Remark 5.2. Since the worst-case rror ratio of heuristics STH, PH, ADH, CH, 
and CHW tends to 2, ratio 2 - e from Theorem 5.1 is in some sense best possible. 
Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 7. 
Remark 9.3. Our results concerning STH apply also to some faster versions of STH 
including [9,11,19,21]. 
Open problems. The four missing arrows in Fig. 7 mean the fact that we know no 
examples giving ratio 2 - e for these pairs. Moreover, we must admit that we know 
no examples (with unique heuristic costs) giving ratio at least 1 + E. We emphasize 
again that examples of that kind as in Fig. 2(a) are forbidden. 
Note added in proof 
(1) For the incomparability of some further heuristics ee: 3. Plesnik, Worst-case 
relative performances of heuristics for the Steiner problem in graphs, Acta Math. 
Univ. Comenian. 60 (1991) X9-284. 
(2) Recently Zelikovsky [23] announced an 1 l/6-approximation algorithm for the 
Steiner problem in graphs. 
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